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ABSTRACT
BDI agent languages provide a useful abstraction for complex systems comprised of interactive autonomous entities, but they have been used mostly in the context of single agents with a static plan library of behaviours invoked reactively. These languages provide a theoretically sound basis for agent design but are very limited in providing direct support for autonomy and societal cooperation needed for large scale systems. Some techniques for autonomy and cooperation have been explored in the past in ad hoc implementations, but not incorporated in any agent language. In order to address these shortcomings we extend the well known AgentSpeak(L) BDI agent language to include behaviour generation through planning, declarative goals and motivated goal adoption. We also develop a language-specific multiagent cooperation scheme and, to address potential problems arising from autonomy in a multiagent system, we extend our agents with a mechanism for norm processing respectively enabling the agent to improve its runtime performance allows the new plans to be included in the plan library, effectively enhancing the agent’s ability to deal with failures. Moreover our approach allows the new plans to be included in the plan library, effectively enabling the agent to improve its runtime performance over time.

Progress on the development of practical agent languages has not occurred at the same pace as efforts in developing new architectures and ad hoc techniques. While concepts such as autonomous behaviour and techniques for cooperation have been recognised as paramount to practical autonomous agents, few of them have been integrated into existing agent languages. For example, declarative goals have been advocated by Winikoff et al.[12] as paramount for autonomous agent behaviour, their inclusion in a practical agent language came only in Hübner et al.[2]. Similarly, multiagent planning techniques have been developed [9], but none have been incorporated in an agent language so that a designer needs not to re-implement it in a lower-level programming language.

In our work, we consider the issues of autonomy and cooperation in agent architectures and incorporate them into the popular AgentSpeak(L) language, tooling it for the development of complete multiagent systems. In order to facilitate the creation of autonomous agents, we take the concept of declarative goals supported by planning and extend the language to reason about desired world states rather than simply adopting procedural plans with no knowledge of the desired result, synthesising new plans to allow the agent to achieve these world states. We then proceed in allowing goals to be generated by an underlying model of motivations, which allows an agent to generate its own goals instead of strictly responding to events in the environment. Finally, in order to facilitate describing the macro level of an agent system we extend the language to allow non-scripted cooperative behaviour, as well as the processing social norms.

1. INTRODUCTION
Agents as a metaphor for complex systems has been gaining popularity for years, and research on agent programming languages has followed in two main veins: one focusing on adapting traditional object-oriented languages to the task of creating multiple agents, and one focusing on creating simple, yet theoretically sound agent languages with a view towards proving certain properties of systems created using them. Examples of the first type of agent language include JADE [9] and JACK [1], whereas AGENT0 [11] and AgentSpeak(L) [10] represent examples of the second type. The strong connection to a lower-level object-oriented language makes the first type of language more flexible in creating real systems, but loses some of the advantages that the agent abstraction could provide, since a designer needs to recreate certain agent techniques in the lower level language. Alternatively, the simple languages of the second type were designed for single simple agents and lack many features for developing complete software solutions.

3. MOTIVATIONS IN META-REASONING

In agent systems, meta-level reasoning is commonly used in enforcing rationality in the choice of goals and actions performed by an agent, ensuring that an agent behaves as effectively and efficiently as possible. Through meta-reasoning an agent is able to explicitly consider goals before committing to them, and consider courses of action before executing plans. We argue that although seldom considered, a flexible meta-level reasoning component is a valuable addition to any agent architecture. In [6], we describe such a component for use in BDI architectures, underpinned by a model of motivation and a motivation-based description language, and demonstrate its effectiveness empirically.

4. SOCIAL AGENTSPEAK(L)

The development of practical agent languages has progressed significantly over recent years, but this has largely been independent of distinct developments in aspects of multiagent cooperation and planning. In particular, multiagent cooperation in practical agent languages is seldom addressed. For example, while the popular AgentSpeak(L) has had various extensions and improvements proposed, it still is essentially a single-agent language. In response [7], we address the situation in which an agent can make use of other cooperative agents by constructing new plans that involve subplans adopted from, and performed by, these cooperative agents. We describe a simple, yet effective, technique for multiagent planning that enables an agent to take advantage of cooperating agents in a society. In particular, we build on a technique that enables new plans to be added to a plan library through the invocation of an external planning component, and extend it to include the construction of plans involving the chaining of subplans of others. Our mechanism makes use of plan patterns that insulate the planning process from the resulting distributed aspects of plan execution through local proxy plans that encode information about the preconditions and effects of the external plans provided by agents willing to cooperate. Proxy plans encapsulate the communication and cooperation necessary for the remote execution of external plans, so that from the planner’s perspective, all capabilities seem to be local. In this way, we allow an agent to discover new ways of achieving its goals through local planning and the delegation of tasks for execution by other agents that possess abilities not available to the planning agent, allowing it to overcome individual limitations.

5. NORMATIVE PROCESSING IN AGENTSPEAK(L)

Though autonomy is touted as one of the main advantages of agent-based systems, completely autonomous agents may create problems when they engage in unexpected behaviour. In order to design a system based on autonomous agents, a designer must be able to define rules to prevent undesirable behaviours from taking place [8]. One method upon which recent efforts have focused is based on the definition of social norms that agents must obey or else face sanctions. We provide a practical method of incorporating norm-based controls in AgentSpeak agents through the use of a meta-level toolkit that modifies an agent’s plan library to make it comply with a set of norms that can be received while the agent runs. Modifications to the plan library involve suppressing plans that violate prohibitions and creating new plans to comply with obligations.
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